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What’s Priced In?

Investing is a complicated endeavor. Predicting the future is hard enough; understanding what markets have priced in is just as hard – and just as important. Nobel Laureate – and University of Chicago behavioral economics professor – Richard Thaler conducted an interesting study providing some insights on the matter. The Financial Times allowed him to publish a contest asking for a number from 0 to 100. The guess closest to two-thirds of the average of all entries was crowned winner. This clever contest forced entrants to consider all others’ views — as all investors must do to outperform the broader financial market.

Three specific answers showed up most often. The “first-level thinker” gave the third most popular answer – 33. The thinking: Because the average random response is likely 50, the winning answer should be 33 (two-thirds of 50). Meanwhile, the “second-level thinker” reasoned — if all respondents are “first-level thinkers” — the winning answer should be 22 (two-thirds of 33). In fact, this was the most popular answer. But why stop there? The really “smart” contestants answered 1 (second most popular response). These entrants, Thaler concluded with humor, had “too much economics training.” Average contestants did not go that many levels deep. The winning answer was lucky number 13 (two-thirds of 20), closely approximating “third-level thinking” (fairly common across repeat experiments).

What constitutes first/second/third-level thinking in financial markets is not so straightforward — and can be very fluid, as investors respond to each other in real time.

Let’s give it a shot anyway.

Continued inside
**First-level thinkers.** Those answering 33 likely focus on the robust economic recovery. Global purchasing manager indices (a real-time read on the economy) have overcome last year’s dip and then some. Those looking for work are starting to find it, pushing consumer confidence higher. Also, the recovery is getting a shot in the arm; literally from vaccines and figuratively from the $1.9 trillion stimulus bill.

**Second-level thinkers.** Those taking the next step flag the coming inflation. But inflation risks seem transitory – and only bother investors if they bother the Federal Reserve (Fed). This has not been the case. In fact, the Fed is embracing (some) higher inflation and remaining extremely accommodative by any historical standards.

**Third-level thinkers.** But, finally, what’s priced in? Broad equity valuations appear elevated but reasonable given (still) very low global interest rates. In fact, some areas of the financial markets – value stocks, many non-U.S. equity regions and natural resources – arguably look attractive.

Too much economic training? Other areas of the market do look stretched. Be aware of the risks but also be careful not to dismiss their prospects entirely. Bitcoin has defied the “experts”, up 100%+; while the GameStop saga has left the “smart money” with sizable losses this year.

**Conclusion:** Think, but don’t overthink. And, if shorting the market, be sure to remember some old advice: Markets can stay irrational longer than you can remain solvent*.

---

*Quote attributed to economist John Maynard Keynes, who surprisingly never won a Nobel prize (he died in 1946, before the economics award was first handed out in 1969 – and posthumous awards are not given).

---

**FIRST QUARTER 2021 TOTAL RETURNS (%)**

Risk taking has been rewarded; market laggards have become leaders – notably natural resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RISK CONTROL</th>
<th>RISK ASSETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FIXED INCOME</td>
<td>EQUITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash</td>
<td>Muni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2020 0.5 5.2 7.5 11.0 7.0 2.7 21.1 8.8 18.8 0.7 -8.0 -5.8

Source: Northern Trust Asset Management, Bloomberg. NR: Natural Resources; GRE: Global Real Estate; GLI: Global Listed Infrastructure. Indexes are gross of fees.
KEY DEVELOPMENTS

Controlling COVID

From a health perspective, there is still much to be done to address COVID-19, especially as new strains push cases higher. From an investment perspective however, the pandemic is mostly behind us. There is clear evidence that vaccines are working (see chart). And, in short order, any U.S. citizen who wants a shot can have one. European citizens must stay patient for now. But production is ramping to get the continent back on track. As the pandemic comes under control, economies are reopening – and recovering.

 Controlled Inflation

The economic recovery is pushing inflation higher. But, unlike the pandemic, inflation may control itself. Inflation readings will surely rise in the next few months; but this is more driven by last year’s falling prices than this year’s rising prices. Because inflation is generally quoted in year-over-year (y/y) terms, last May’s price nadir may be this May’s y/y inflation zenith (see chart). After May, inflation numbers will likely recede; future price increases will be hard pressed to maintain the past year’s recovery/stimulus-driven fast pace.

Market Review

Interest Rates

The Fed made no major policy changes as it stressed the difficulty of realizing persistently higher inflation. Investors challenged the Fed’s ability to maintain ultra-accommodative policy against a backdrop of rapidly improving economic activity boosted by huge stimulus. This Fed-investor dichotomy led to a steeper U.S. yield curve with shorter-maturity yields holding firm while investors pushed longer-dated yields above pre-virus levels. Government bond yields faced upward pressure globally, but real yields are still stimulative overall.

Credit Markets

The improving economic growth trajectory pushed up future corporate earnings expectations. As is often the case, this led to some spread tightening. Investment grade and high yield spreads fell 6 and 50 basis points, respectively. Vaccine-led normalizing economic activity and bolstered corporate liquidity helped by added fiscal stimulus slowed corporate defaults. Rising interest rates and less room for spread compression – spreads are near all-time lows – weighed on returns in credit-sensitive securities, but fundamentals remain strong.
**Yield Curve Control?**

Rising inflation and the gradual return to economic normality have pushed interest rates higher. The 0.8% year-to-date increase in the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield represents a 0.5% increase in real yields and a 0.3% increase in inflation expectations (see chart). Investors don’t necessarily mind higher inflation by itself; they mind central banks (over) reacting to higher inflation. On this front, the Fed has provided words of comfort. Easy money continues, while more forceful yield curve control could come if rates march much higher.

![10-Year Treasury Yield Decomposition](chart)

**Out of Control Speculation**

Equipped with stimulus checks and assisted by easy money, day traders are back. Many stocks have been targeted, but GameStop is best known (at least now). Hedge funds heavily shorted the (ostensibly) doomed retailer, only for small investors to collectively push the price higher. Those short had to cover (buy up) stated positions (pushing prices higher yet). The madness is ongoing. GameStop (a sub-$1 billion company just last December) is now worth $13 billion (roughly the same market value as COVID-19 vaccine maker Novavax).

![GameStop Share Price](chart)

**Equities**

The 4.7% global equities return masks a big rotation into stocks likely to benefit from economic reopening, such as value and cyclicals, and out of pandemic winners. U.S. equities led the major regions with a 6.3% gain driven by leading vaccinations. Despite Europe’s ongoing virus troubles, developed markets outside the U.S. benefited from cyclical exposure and rose 4.3%. Overall, rising interest rates and inflation concerns weighed on equity returns, but inoculation, economic reopening and stimulus tailwinds proved powerful.

![Regional Equity Indices](chart)

**Real Assets**

Natural resources returned 11.8%, outperforming global equities for the second straight quarter. After years of underperformance, revived returns stem from improved energy fundamentals and increasing appreciation of the industrial metals that will be necessary to support green energy initiatives. Rising interest rates weighed on global real estate (GRE) and global listed infrastructure (GLI). Still, GRE outpaced global equities as property sector valuations hit hardest by the virus improved, while GLI was buoyed by cyclical exposure.

![Real Asset Indices](chart)
Market Events

1Q 2021 global equity total return: 4.7%

JANUARY

6 Democrats win control of U.S. Senate after the Georgia Senate run-off.

7 NYSE delists three Chinese telecommunications stocks to comply with an executive order from the Trump administration.

22 President Biden signs executive orders to boost COVID-19 aid and expand worker protections.

27 GameStop (GME) rises 135% on the back of “short squeeze” trades attributed to retail buying.

29 Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) reports 66% global efficacy for its single-dose vaccine.

FEBRUARY

1 The number of American vaccine recipients exceeds the number of Americans who have tested positive for the virus.

5 Accelerating vaccinations and decelerating hospitalizations contribute to a better-than-expected February jobs report.

8 OPEC+ supply restraints and renewed demand drive oil prices higher, eventually settling above $60/barrel for the duration of the quarter.


MARCH

5 Accelerating vaccinations and decelerating hospitalizations contribute to a better-than-expected February jobs report.

9 Congress passes a budget blueprint for a reconciliation bill, opening the door for more COVID-19 relief (a bill is later signed on March 11).

11 President Biden signs $1.9 trillion virus relief bill which includes stimulus payments, state and local aid and extended unemployment benefits.

11 The European Central Bank declares intent to expand asset purchases in the next quarter to stabilize real bond yields.

17 The Federal Reserve upgrades 2021 growth forecast and reiterates accommodative policy.

23 A container ship stuck in the Suez Canal blocks passage to roughly 10% of worldwide shipping traffic.

Indexes used: Bloomberg Barclays (BBC) 1-3 Month UST (Cash); BBC Municipal (Muni); BBC Aggregate (Inv. Grade); BBC TIPS (TIPS); BBC High Yield 2% Capped (High Yield); JP Morgan GBI-EM Global Diversified (Em. Markets Fixed Income); MSCI U.S. Equities IMI (U.S. Equities); MSCI World ex-U.S. IMI (Dev. ex-U.S. Equities); MSCI Emerging Market Equities IMI (Em. Markets Equities); S&P Global Natural Resources (Natural Resources); MSCI ACWI IMI Core Real Estate (Global Real Estate); S&P Global Infrastructure (Global Listed Infrastructure).

IMPORTANT INFORMATION. The information is not intended for distribution or use by any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution would be contrary to local law or regulation. Northern Trust and its affiliates may have positions in and may effect transactions in the markets, contracts and related investments different than described in this information. This information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, and its accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed. Information does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy, is not intended as investment advice and does not take into account all the circumstances of each investor. Opinions and forecasts discussed are those of the author, do not necessarily reflect the views of Northern Trust and are subject to change without notice.

This report is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be, and should not be construed as, an offer, solicitation or recommendation with respect to any transaction and should not be treated as legal advice, investment advice or tax advice. Recipients should not rely upon this information as a substitute for obtaining specific legal or tax advice from their own professional legal or tax advisors.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Performance returns and the principal value of an investment will fluctuate. Performance returns contained herein are subject to revision by Northern Trust. Comparative indices shown are provided as an indication of the performance of a particular segment of the capital markets and/or alternative strategies in general. Index performance returns do not reflect any management fees, transaction costs or expenses. It is not possible to invest directly in any index.
Dear Clients and Friends:

Market returns were again strong in the first quarter of the year. Money flowed into cyclical stocks that were left behind for most of 2020, as investors saw the economic outlook turn quite healthy and the widespread availability of vaccines supported the reopening and recovery of the U.S. economy. We are glad to see the economy on firmer footing, with jobs being created at a rapid pace in recent months. The personal savings rate has risen dramatically, and the wealth effect from the appreciation in both the stock and housing market may raise consumer spirits in the coming months. Stock market returns continue to be supported by low interest rates and unprecedented stimulus. The influence of these factors will diminish over time but will continue to support equity investments for the foreseeable future.

About 6 months ago, I mentioned to you in this newsletter that we were launching Wealth Access, our enhanced client portal, which is also a powerful personal financial management and account aggregation tool. Clients who have begun to use Wealth Access have commented about the ease of viewing their accounts with Enterprise and other financial institutions. We continue to introduce clients to this new resource, and I invite anyone who has not yet used it to let your Financial Advisor know you would like to have access.

The team at Enterprise Wealth Management continues to work to support the financial wellbeing of our clients and we are ever mindful of the possibility of rapid changes in the economy and the markets. We continue to focus on having the proper balance between return and risk. Many of us are fortunate to have our health and happiness, and we look forward to increasingly normal days ahead spending time with family and friends and getting back to activities we enjoy. We wish you health, wellness, and a wonderful spring!

Sincerely,

Stephen J. Irish, CFP®, CPA
Managing Director, Enterprise Wealth Management
Chief Operating Officer, Enterprise Bank